How to write a Eulogy

There are many things to consider when being asked to write a Eulogy. Here are our Top 10 Tips
1. Consider the ToneIs the service a traditional or religious service, in a church or a chapel or Celebration for the life in a less formal setting.
Under what circumstances did the death occur? Was it as a result of a long and happy life, expected yet sad due to
illness or sudden, accidental or even violent?
2. Consider the congregationAre you representing the family who may be unable to speak, or there to represent the lighter side of the person who has
passed away. Who will be attending; children or elderly family and friends. How many other people will be speaking,
and about what?
3. Briefly introduce yourselfWhat is your relationship to the deceased, your duration of acquaintance, reason for you to be speaking if on behalf of
someone else.
4. State basic informationWhere the deceased was born, parents, siblings, early childhood, residences, education, careers, hobbies, interests, adult
family life, qualities, achievements, their essence and their legacy
5. Use specific examples or anecdotesExpand on your observations, share memories that speak of the persons’ character, their traits, their humour, stories that
perhaps everyone is not aware of, quirky tales.
6. Be Concise & Organised
Be sure that your Eulogy is in writing. Use double spacing to make it easier to read. Print a copy and ensure a spare;
electronic versions are a great fall back position for forgotten notes. (Email to the person conducting the service).
Understand and adhere to the time-constraints. Compare notes with anyone else sharing their thoughts, so as not to
duplicate.
7. Avoid Negativity and sarcasm
Try to focus only on positive attributes, but be honest and considerate of others. Whilst this shouldn’t be included in this
list, it is important to remember that everyone grieves in their own way, and this is not the time for conflict or personal
gain.
8. Get feedbackCheck your Eulogy with other significant parties, compare notes with other speakers, ensure you have the correct
pronunciation of names, and fact-check dates.
9. Practice, time and rehearsePractice your tone, inject humour when appropriate, and pauses. Look out for over-used phrases.
10. And finally be composed & take your time to deliver your messageBe sure to take bottled water and a tissue with you to the lectern. Breathe and, if needed, take a moment to regain your
composure. After all your careful preparation, you will want your message to be understood.
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